introduction
Welcome to the guide for the new collection summer 12
When I look at the completed new summer collection, I have to say that we have once again progressed to a new
phase. It is based on the solid foundations of our successful and popular products. We have focussed intentionally on
incorporating all the suggestions from the members of our development team, testers and primarily customers. We have
worked even more on the colour harmony in the collection, including all details and accessories. Even though in some
models it is not at first sight visible, most of them have undergone design or construction innovation, and so once again
DIRECTALPINE offers more than at any other time in the past.
The current offer really does satisfy all our customers, from occasional hikers, through all outdoors enthusiasts,
climbers, to high-performance and extreme alpine climbers. It thus covers the broadest range of outdoor activities. We
meet the customers‘ needs from the lower layers, underwear for sport or everyday wear, middle layers such as light
summer clothing, and a very wide range of trousers of all types and versions. But technical top clothes intended for the
most demanding conditions remains the core part of our collection. The new and updated models are once again much
more advanced in the sense of the traditional values of the brand DIRECTALPINE – functionality and quality.
Out of the individual new items, I would like to mention in particular of the new MIDI resilient reserve trousers. The
innovative soft shell CERRO TORRE jacket, ideal for all outdoor activities, is very interesting. And take a look at the
new sweatshirts made of technostretch, a highly popular material with customers. We are also presenting an expanded
range of travellers‘ trousers and shorts, and we are also expanding the range of accessories for all enthusiasts from the
outdoor and climbing community.
Our life is outdoor. We enjoy DIRECTALPINE. We do it for you, for the customers, for ourselves. We do it honestly and
conscientiously. For everyone who uses our clothing we want to contribute to their enjoyment of outdoor activity in the
mountains, in the forests and on all the expeditions and adventures that they dream of.
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Radek Nováček & DIRECTALPINE Team

testing
The testing of material and the actual selection of textile is one of the most important
phases in the development of new products. 100% functionality can be achieved for
clothing and the user can be ensured perfect comfort during all their outdoor activities
only if the most appropriate materials and perfect cut are used.

In addition to the visual and tactile nature of the fabric, all materials have to be tested
precisely for the correct selection of high-quality, functional material. In this context we
have been working for a long time with the clothing department of the School of Textiles
in Liberec. The laboratory currently has cutting edge equipment and has the very latest
instruments, and as a result Direct Alpine gains an independent evaluation of selected
materials for production of the collection. The priority parameters of outdoor clothing
are vapour permeability, water resistance, wind resistance and abrasion resistance.
Naturally the choice of tests depends on the type of fabric and the type of activities for which the subsequent product is intended. A fabric is excluded from further sampling in the case
of even a slight negative deviation from the parameters declared by the manufacturer. The aim is to find the best quality at a corresponding
price – this is one of the parameters which the customer appreciates.
The testing of finished clothing prototypes outside as part of our personal outdoor activities is wholly fundamental. Our entire team, we
employees of Direct Alpine, quite literally fight for the possibility to try out and test any new product or prototype directly in the field. We
are enthusiastic bikers, paragliders and mountain climbers - in short, active people. We also develop the new clothing for ourselves. In the
design workshop we utilise our experience from „outside“ so that the improved styles and individual details make up a high-quality product
which serves its owner and may even save his life in the mountains. It is no exception that a newly created jacket prototype is on the very
same day with one of the employees on the local, tough granite cliffs, on a bike or at the weekend in the Alps or Tatra mountains. We either
come back enthusiastic about a wholly perfected product or with comments for improvements and adjustments. Simply put, we keep moving
forwards. And in the same way we are helped by our Test team Directalpine, top athletes, members of the mountain rescue services and
professional guides and rescue workers who feel at home outdoors. When they are on duty, they don‘t get to choose the weather when they
head out on an expedition, and often they have to face extreme conditions – and so they have high expectations of their work or expedition
clothing. Their suggestions are invaluable for us.

In a shop the customer sees the appearance and price of the product, but he doesn‘t see everything which preceded it reaching the shops.
But this is what makes Direct Alpine a leading brand in terms of quality.
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production
We manufacture most of the DIRECTALPINE
brand clothing models in several garment
workshops in the Czech Republic and
Slovakia. Every one of our workshops
specialises in a certain type of product
in which it excels and for which it has
perfectly trained workers. Production in the
Czech Republic close to the headquarters
of our firm in Liberec allows highly flexible
reaction to customer demands, and the
ability to make missing and sold out models
immediately, and in general it provides a
very high quality, fast service both for corporate customers and end users of the brand. We also perform a
complete warranty and post-warranty service on all outdoor clothing of the brand DIRECTALPINE. Corporate
customers, who often have more demanding requirements, return to us satisfied with further requests for the
production of corporate clothing or clothing as gifts for VIP clientele.

Our partners in foreign production are exclusively specialised, technologically focussed companies with their own development at the highest level, in particular
from Japan, Korea or Vietnam, who currently represent the cutting edge in the clothing industry in terms of technology and quality. We have at our disposal the
very latest equipment for seamless ultrasound bonding of seams, laser cutting
of garment parts, lamination of textiles, welding etc.

This is production at a very high level ensuring maximum quality, speed and
precision of workmanship and, last but not least, also the corresponding quality
of the working environment and safety of employees. DIRECTALPINE requires
that every one of our suppliers adheres to the fundamentals of the International
Labour Organisation (ILO), directives issued by the Organisation for Economic
Co-operation and Development (OECD) and fundamentals of the General
Declaration on Human Rights.
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The Mountain Top Serie of technical models is intended for
demanding activities in mountain conditions, for expeditions
and for other extreme activities. During the development of this
clothing we stres maximum utility value, comfort of movement
and protection of the user. We use the latest technology and
cutting-edge components, and we carefully select intelligent,
multifunctional materials which guarantee excellent properties
and parameters even at relatively low weights. We focus
maximum attention on the overall processing of the models
and their cut. The characteristic traits of this range are the
technical design, functional accessories, details for the given
use and practical colours. For our customers the products
of the Mountain Top Serie represent their assurance in the
mountains, on expeditions, on cliffs or for regular outdoor use.
They know that they can always rely on them!
The Mountain Top Serie represents the traditional values of the
brand DIRECTALPINE – uncompromising quality, functionality
and reliability.
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devil alpine jacket
Hardshell jacket with exellent breathable membrane, designed for the most
demanding climatic conditions. Ideal for expedition enthusiasts, mountain
climbing, ski alpinism, mountain hiking, hiking, skiing. The material guarantees
maximum protection against water and wind with excellent permeability. Functional
anatomical cut gives freedom of movement and a perfect fit. Carefully selected
materials and technology provide maximum functionality whilst maintaining light
weight.

• Hood forms part of a high protective collar, regulated both
horizontally and vertically, big enough to fit over a helmet.
Does not restrict vision, unlimited head movement in all
directions. Protects the face (chin and mouth), storm flap
under main zip.

• Strategically placed stretch panels give increased flexibility in the required direction.
• Bottom edge adjustable one-handed with elastic cord (even when wearing gloves), the end of the cord is secured

• Laminated protection on shoulders
and elbows.

inside the jacket.
• Excellent permeability.
• Sealed outer zips.

• Side zips allow ventilation plus access to pockets in layers of clothing underneath.

• Large, practical and easily accessible bellows pocket. Inside zip pocket. Additional pocket on the left upper arm.

• Asymmetrical central zip.

• Waist size can be adjusted with one hand, using elastic cord inside the jacket.

• Anatomically formed sleeves for freedom of arm movement. Shaped cuffs with Velcro adjustment.

• Used by mountain rescues service:

devil alpine jacket
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Weight:

610 g (L)

Material:

3-layer laminated Dermizax (20.000 mm
H2O/38.000 g/m2/24. hr.), Kudos XR

Colours:

1. anthracite
2. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

unisex

• Shortened front section for freedom of leg-movement during ascents.
Extended backside.

devil alpine pants
Hardshell trousers with exellent breathable membrane, designed
for the most demanding climatic conditions. Ideal for expedition
enthusiasts, mountain climbing, ski alpinism, mountain hiking, hiking,
skiing. The material guarantees maximum protection against water
and wind with excellent permeability. Functional anatomical cut gives
freedom of movement and a perfect fit. Carefully selected materials
and technology provide maximum functionality whilst maintaining
light weight.

• High waistband with back protection
and adjustable on sides with Velcro.
Waistband adjustable from the inside
with anti-slip elastic.

• Full-leg two-way zips without
covering flaps on the sides. Spiral
zips turned towards the back for
easier use and decreased 		
possibility of damage.

• Practical front pocket under the waistband.

• Fly has a water-resistant two-way zip.

• Strategically placed stretch panels give increased freedom of movement.
• Detachable braces.
• Excellent permeability.

• Laminated protection on knees.
• Shaped knee panels.
• Trouser-legs strengthened on the ankles with abrasion-resistant material.
• Width of lower trouser-legs is adjustable.

• Gaiters incorporated into the trouser-legs. Adjustable ankle-bands.

• Used by mountain rescues service:

devil alpine pants
Weight:

750 g (L)

Material:

3-layer laminated Dermizax (20.000 mm
H2O/38.000 g/m2/24. hr.), Kudos XR

Colours:

1. anthracite
2. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

unisex
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guide

• Compact hood with a multi-way
adjustment, a part (continuance) of
the collar

Outer protective jacket with maximum functionality. The combination of
materials of high resilience and minimum weight together with technical
complements, top new technologies (Ultrasonic) and anatomically designed
cut have formed the uncompromising reserve jacket for the most challenging
adventures. Assurance, comfort and protection from bad weather during
mountain climbing, mountain hiking, ski alpinism and trekking.
• Central zip with two two-way sliders.
• Significantly higher front part of the collar for the face protection + vents. Asymmetrical closure of the front zipper to avoid
its contact with the face.

• Front large pouch pocket (for keeping bulky things); inner zip pocket; additional  bicep pocket with removable
Recco signal reflector.

• Back section flexibly contracted at waistline (for better adhesion to the back).
• Significantly prolonged back section providing sufficient protection.
• Excellent permeability.

• Vents in the sides easily accessible even with a rucksack, zips reaching the front part allowing
access to pockets of lower layers.

• Guide 1.0 - used by professional
mountain guides.

• Anatomically shaped sleeves;
regulation of lower shaped
circumference of sleeve.
guide
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Weight:

460 g (L)

Material:

base: 3 laminate: mechanical stretch rip-stop nylon + PU membrane
(20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr.) + 100% PES, with the final Kudos XR layout
combination: 3-layer laminated Dermizax (20.000 mm H2O/38.000 g/m2/24 hr.)

Colours:

1. black
2. blue

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

unisex

• Shortened front section for freedom of leg-movement during
ascents. Extended backside.

• Possibility to fix the hem (front and back sides) over the crotch with
elastic cord to prevent the jacket from hiking up.

midi / midi long zip

NEW

• Water-repellent side zips asymmetrically moved
to the rear parts (elimination of damage) allowing
ventilation and, most importantly, allowing the
pants to be put on over boots (including ski boots).

Very lightweight upper reserve pants with excellent compressibility. A highquality functional 3-layer laminate with the weight of a two and a half layer one,
with significantly higher lifespan and resilience. Technical finish and details
allowing year-round seasonal use. Ideal reserve pants, 100% rainproof, for
mountain hiking, mountain climbing and all outdoor activities.

• Comfortable elastic waistband with possibility to use belt, clip-on braces.
• Fly with water-repellent zip with two way sliders.
• One zip pocket which also serves as a practical transport pocket when the pants are rolled up.

• Lower edge of legs with circumference regulation, sufficiently wide to fit even over ski boots, with additional securing hook
for clipping the lower part onto laces.
• Inner side of knees reinforced with wear-resistant fabric.

midi

midi longzip

Weight:

420 g (L)

465 g (L)

Material:

3 laminate: mechanical stretch rip-stop nylon + PU membrane
(20.000 mm H2O/20.000 g/m2/24 hr.) + 100% PES, with the final Kudos XR layout

Colours:

1. black / blue
2. black / grey

1. black / blue
2. black / grey

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

unisex

unisex
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trango
Protective outer jacket with outstanding properties and light weight. Developed for challenging
activities in harsh weather conditions. Enjoy yourself all year mountain climbing, during ski alpinism,
mountain hiking, hiking and skiing. High comfort level due to its material and improved construction
method. Outer PAD material 3-layer Soft Shell laminate with external adjustment Kudos XR is
adequately elastic and abrasion-resistant. Inner terry-cloth layer (PES thread) with increased vapourtransportive qualities. Sandwich construction is completed high-quality membraine Dermizax EV™.
Anatomically closely fitting style, simple design yet with important features, its first-class technology
and advanced materials result in a highly-technical garment.
• Hood with multi-directional adjustment is part (elongation) of the collar.

• Anatomically shaped sleeves allowing unrestricted arm movement. Adjustable rim of the shaped sleeve.
• All laminated zips are waterproof .
• Vertical elastic parts imbedded into the anatomically fitted sides.

• Two zipped crosswise pouch pockets on the chest. Additional zipped pocket laminated on upper part of sleeve.
• Transparent protectors of pockets for better material protection.

• Zipped ventilation of armpits also allow access to inner layers of clothing.

• Sufficiently extended backside; front part shorter to ease legs liftink.
• Bottom rim with one hand adjustment; elastic rubber cord fixed inside the jacket .

• All seams are sealed.

• Used by professional
mountain guides.

trango
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Weight:

610 g (L)

Material:

Soft Shell: 3-layer laminate: stretch nylon with surface Kudos XR finishing +
Dermizax EV (20.000 mm H2O/16.000 g/m2/24 hr.) + inner PES terry-cloth lining

Colours:

1. black (black protector)
2. green (silver protector)
3. red (black protector)

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (black)

Style:

men

• Seams are sealed with a covering tape
on the outer side.

• Shoulders reinforced by laminated
protectors made of hardened
polyurethane.

trango lady
Protective outer softshell jacket with outstanding properties and adjusted to the female figure. Developed for challenging
activities in harsh weather conditions. Enjoy yourself all year mountain climbing, during ski alpinism, mountain hiking,
hiking and skiing. High comfort level due to its soft stretch material and advanced construction method.

• Seams are sealed with a covering tape
on the outer side.

• Hood with multi-directional adjustment is part (elongation) of the collar.

• Shoulders reinforced by laminated

• Anatomically shaped sleeves allowing unrestricted arm movement. Adjustable rim of the shaped sleeve.
• All laminated zips are waterproof .

protectors made of hardened

• Vertical elastic parts imbedded into the anatomically fitted sides.

polyurethane.

• Two zip bellows pockets on the front, easily accessible above strap of rucksack, in the upper part of the sleeve there is
a laminated additional zip pocket, internal zip pocket.
• Zipped ventilation of armpits also allow access to inner layers of clothing.
• Sufficiently extended backside; front part shorter to ease legs liftink.
• Bottom rim with one hand adjustment; elastic rubber cord fixed inside the jacket .
• All seams are sealed.  
• Transparent protectors of pockets for better material protection.

trango lady
Weight:

540 g (M)

Material:

Soft Shell: 3-layer laminate: stretch nylon with surface Kudos XR finishing +
Dermizax EV (20.000 mm H2O/16.000 g/m2/24 hr.) + inner PES terry-cloth lining

Colours:

1. black (silver protector)
2. red (silver protector)

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

lady
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cerro torre

NEW
• Shoulders and elbows reinforced

Universal sport jacket for increased activity, suitable for year-round wear. Can also be
used as lower insulating layer under colder conditions. Comfortable barrier material
with greater permeability along with anatomically precise design ensuring sufficient
protection whilst preserving a high level of movement and low weight. The inner
transport layer of the material increases the physiological functionality of the model.
Softshell jacket for universal use, ideal solution for active outdoor movement where the
customers appreciate great permeability and excellent level of wind protection. Hiking,
MTB, mountain hiking and all outdoor activities.

• Anatomically, higher close-fitting collar with circumference adjustment.
• Zip pockets not reaching down to waist, additional upper breast pocket, one inner zip pocket.

• Shaped arms for free arm movement, can be pulled over wrist (hole for thumb).

• Elastic, high-contrast backstitching.
• One-handed adjustment of shaped lower edge.

cerro torre
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Weight:

575 g (L)

Material:

Dynamic Soft Shell: 2-layer laminate stretch PES / PAD
fabric + PES microfleece

Colours:

1. black
2. blue

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

with wear-resistant fabric.

attack

attack lady

A universal sports vest for active movement during mountain hiking, climbing, on a bike,
ski alpinism, cross-country skiing. The comfortable barrier material with high level of
permeability along with anatomically precise cut ensures sufficient protection, a high
level of mobility and good weight. The internal transport layer of the material increases
the physiological functionality of the model.
• Anatomical close-fitting collar with circumference adjustment.
• Close-fitting shaped armholes with elastic trim.
• Permeable elastic panels in the armpit area.
• Top breast zip pocket, two side zip pockets not reaching down to the waist.
• Shoulders reinforced with resilient fabric.

• Flat elasticated seams on entire vest.
• One-handed adjustment of shaped lower edge.

• Reflective details and logos for night identification.

attack

attack lady

Weight:

355 g (L)

324 g (M)

Material:

Dynamic Soft Shell: 2-layer laminate stretch PES / PAD fabric + PES microfleece
Kevlar

Colours:

1. black
2. blue

1. black
2. black / violet

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady
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cruise
Light technical trousers for universal use (mountain climbing, hiking, biking, City). Accurate, comfortable cut fits snugly
and excellently copies the body shape. The fabrics used are highly elastic, durable and light-weight; treated for quickdrying. Seamless pocket technology – resilient laser welding. Comfortable and light for universal wear.
• Reinforced  waistband, adjustable belt with clasp.

• two front pockets and one side pocket with zip (laser welding).

• Shaped knees.

• Simple free finish to trouser-leg bottoms.
• Contrasting stitching.
• Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® (for moisture removal) +
Cordura (for abrasion-resistance and durability), partial resistance against water and wind.

cruise lady
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cruise

cruise lady

Weight:

320 g (L)

290 g (M)

Material:

Cordura WBL system (46 % Cordura + 32 % Tactel +  
14 % Lycra + 8 % Coolmax®), DWR finish

Colours:

1. black
2. grey
3. red

1. black
2. grey
3. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL
black: XXL / L, XXXL/ L

XS, S, M, L, XL
black: XXL / M

Style:

men‘s

lady

cruise 3/4
Light technical trousers for universal use (mountain climbing, hiking, biking, City). Accurate,
comfortable cut fits snugly and excellently copies the body shape. The fabrics used are
highly elastic, durable and light-weight; treated for quick-drying. Seamless pocket technology
– resilient laser welding. Comfortable and light for universal wear.
• Reinforced  waistband, adjustable belt with clasp.
• Two front pockets and one side pocket with zip (laser welding).
• Shaped knees.
• Simple free finish to trouser-leg bottoms with side ventilation.
• Contrasting stitching.
• Cordura WBL system (Wicking, Barrier, Lightweight), Mixed fabric - Coolmax® (for moisture removal) +
Cordura (for abrasion-resistance and durability), partial resistance against water and wind.

cruise short
Technical light shorts for universal use, especially in the summer
mountains during mountain hiking.
• Reinforced  waistband, adjustable belt with clasp.
• Two front pockets and one side pocket with zip.
• Simple free finish to trouser-leg bottoms.
• Pleasant length, above the knees.
• Cordura WBL system, partial resistance against water and wind.

Cruise short

Cruise 3/4

Weight:

210 g (L)

274 g (L)

Material:

Cordura WBL system (46 % Cordura + 32 % Tactel +  14 % Lycra + 8 % Coolmax®),
DWR finish

Colours:

1. black
2. grey

1. black
2. grey
3. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

men
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badile
Practical, simple pants for all-year use during mountain hiking, mountain climbing, hiking, ski alpinism and all
outdoor activities.Fitting anatomical cut. Highly elastic and resistant fabrics. Hybrid combination of materials
with fast-dry (vapour transportation) and thermo-insulating adjustment (increasing body temperature). Design
allows omitting and repositioning of some seams to eliminate their possible damage.
• Partially elastic waist adjustable with a belt and buckle.
• Two front pockets and one side pocket, easily accessible even when wearing a harness.
• Elastic seam technology.
• Main fabric together with Coolmax yarn (vapour transportation).
• Shaped knees and back sitting section made of abrasion-resistant rip-stop fabric Cordura
with Thermolite® (insulation fabric).  
• Used by mountain rescues service:

badile lady

• Simple free finish to trouser-leg bottoms.
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badile

badile lady

Weight:

490 g (L)

420 g (M)

Material:

Base: 78 % Nylon + 10 % PES (Coolmax®) + 12 % Lycra
Knees and back: 59 % Nylon (Cordura) + 33 % PES
(Thermolite®) + 8 % Lycra

Colours:

1. dark grey / anthracite
2. black
3. red

1. black

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL
black: XXL / L, XXXL/ L

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL / M

Style:

men

lady

A jacket for increased thermal comfort which can be used year round during all outdoor and sporting activities. Suitable as a second layer or thinner top insulation in
the transitional seasons. Soft, functional very stretchy material. Close-fitting, anatomically precise cut with technical elements which do not restrict movement.

axis

axis lady

• Shaped close-fitting collar.
• Central zip does not restrict head movement after it is zipped up.
• Two breast zip pockets located above the lumbar strap of a rucksack.
• Anatomical side parts with added material in armpit area allowing improved arm movement.
• Anatomically shaped sleeves.
• Shaped lower edge, longer at the back.
• Flat, elasticated seams.

axis

axis lady

Weight:

384 g (L)

338 g (M)

Material:

Polartec® Power Stretch® 53 % PES, 38 % Nylon, 9 % Spandex

Colours:

1. black / limet
2. black / red
3. red / grey
4. blue / green

1. black / grey
2. red / grey
3. violet / grey

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady
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cima plus pullover
Pullover for increased thermal comfort which can be used year round during all outdoor activities.
Suitable as a second layer. Soft, functional, high-stretch material. Close-fitting, anatomically accurate cut
with technical features which do not restrict arm movement.

• Shaped close-fitting collar.
• Asymmetrical central zipper allowing unrestricted head mobility.
• Anatomically designed sides plus extended armholes allowing unrestricted arm movement.
• Anatomically shaped sleeves which can be pulled down over the wrist and fixed with the thumb (monkey thumbs).
• Shaped, prolonged back section hem.
• Flat, elastic seams.

cima plus pullover
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Weight:

300 g (L)

Material:

Polartec® Power Stretch® 53 % PES, 38 % Nylon, 9 % Spandex

Colours:

1. black / limet
2. black / red
3. red / grey
4. blue / green

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

unisex

For many seasons now we have been developing products of
the Outdoor Active serie for the broader outdoor public. These
are reliable models for everyday outdoor events. But as a
result of the quality of the materials and careful workmanship,
they can also be used under the most demanding conditions.
The casual and very comfortable cuts and naturally also
the use of high-quality functional materials guarantees the
customer excellent comfort both for the regular outdoors and
during everyday wear. We pay great attention to the design
of the cut and all the details. The common trait of the models
from this series is great value for money. The models of the
Outdoor Active Serie are distinguished by their imaginative,
creative design with technical elements and well-designed
details. The colours and details are based on current trends.
For this series our customers always appreciate the typical
merits of DIRECTALPINE brand products, mainly pure utility,
quality and perfect workmanship.
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glider
Light and comfortable practical universal SoftShell jacket for
wide-range use. Functional hybrid combination of materials, inner
microfleece layer. Well-fitting anatomical cut with technical details.
• Anatomical, comfortable close-fitting collar. Hood rolled up into the collar.
• Anatomically shaped sleeves with elastic rims. Vents placed in back upper seam on the sleeves.
• One chest and two bottom hem zipped pockets.
• Side part from non-membrane but windproof material for better permeability.
• Shaped, one-hand adjustable bottom rim.

tanama
Practical universal SoftShell hooded jacket for wide-range use.
Functional hybrid combination of materials, inner microfleece layer.
Simple and comfortable cut for woman’s body.
• Hood as a part of high collar.
• Sleeves with elastic rims.
• Zipped armpit vents.
• Two zipped pockets.
• Side part from non-membrane but windproof
material for better permeability.
• Shaped, one-hand adjustable bottom rim.
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glider

tanama

Weight:

560 g (L)

538 g (M)

Material:

Hybrid combination 2 types Soft Shell 4way Tex (2 or 3-layer laminate): hight-strength
PES fabric (88 % PES, 5 % Elastan, 7 % Polyurethan) + membane 4way Tex - 10.000 mm
H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr. (3-layer laminate) + microfleece 100 % PES

Colours:

1. black
2. blue / black

1. black / violet
2. black

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady

lizzard / lizzard lady
Tight fitting, padded, protective soft shell jacket with padding for wide use. Specially
designed hybrid combination of materials.
• High shaped neck with drawstring.
• Elasticated lined armholes.
• Two lower zipped pockets and two internal pass-through pockets.
• Made from a material without membranes and adequate wind-proofing for greater breathability at the sides and back.
• Lower edge adjustable by a rubber cord (single handed).
• Main spiral zip covered by a flap.
• Best-selling vest from the Direct Alpine collection.

lizzard

lizzard lady

Weight:

350 g (L)

314 g (M)

Material:

Hybrid combination 2 types Soft Shell 4way Tex (2 or 3-layer laminate): hight-strength
PES fabric (88 % PES, 5 % Elastan, 7 % Polyurethan) + membane 4way Tex 10.000 mm H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr. (3-layer laminate) + microfleece 100 % PES  

Colours:

1. black
2. black / blue

1. black / violet
2. black / orbit

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady
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tonale pullover

tonale pants

Pullover, vest and pants for higher thermal comfort. Suitable as a
second layer. Soft, high-stretch material. Close-fitting, anatomically
accurate cut which does not restrict movement.

• Adjustable belt with elastic waist, can be tied

• Shaped close-fitting collar.

• Additional pocket below waistline.

• Sufficiently large chest zip pocket.

• Loose cuffs.

• Active cut sides for free arm movement.

• Flat elastic seams.

up with rubber string.

• Shaped hem lengthened at the back.
• Flat, elastic seams.

tonale vest
• Close-fitting collar.
• Two zipped side pockets.
• Anatomically cut side parts for closefitting of
warm material.
• Two-way main zip.
• Close-fitting, elastically-braided sleeves.
• Shaped bottom rim, extended back part.
• Elastic flat seams.
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tonale pullover

tonale pants

tonale vest

Weight:

320 g (L)

264 g (L)

304 g (L)

Material:

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) with fast drying arrangement Wicking Finish™
88 % PES + 12 % elastan

Colours:

1. black
2. red
3. green / grey
4. greyblue / black

1. black

1. black / grey
2. red / black
3. black / green

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

unisex

men

ion

vat

inno

tonale lady vest

tonale lady pullover
Ladies pullover, vest and pants for higher thermal comfort. Suitable as
a second layer. Soft, high-stretch material. Close-fitting, anatomically
accurate cut which does not restrict movement.

• Close-fitting collar.

• Shaped close-fitting collar.

• Close-fitting, elastically-braided sleeves.

• Sufficiently large chest zip pocket (man) / one side zipped pocket (lady).
• Active cut sides for free arm movement.

• Two zipped side pockets.
• Anatomically cut side parts for closefitting of
warm material.
• Shaped bottom rim, extended back part.
• Elastic flat seams.

• Shaped hem lengthened at the back.
• Flat, elastic seams.

tonale lady pullover

tonale lady vest

Weight:

250 g (M)

248 g (M)

Material:

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) with fast drying arrangement
Wicking Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan

Colours:

1. black / grey
2. red / grey
3. white / grey
4. green / grey
5. violet / black

1. black
2. red / black
3. violet / black

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

lady

lady
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gavia

NEW

Universal sport jacket for increased thermal comfort, suitable as a second layer. Soft, very
stretchy material. Close-fitting, anatomically precise design which does not restrict movement.
The solution for all customers who need a simple universal jacket or sweatshirt for year-round
use, for regular wear, outdoor activities and more demanding use in the mountains.

gavia lady

• Higher, close-fitting collar.
• Two front zip pockets.
• Anatomical sleeves.
• Shaped lower edge, longer at the back.
• Flat, elasticated seams.
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gavia

gavia lady

Weight:

340 g (L)

270 g (M)

Material:

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) with fast drying arrangement Wicking
Finish™ 88 % PES + 12 % elastan

Colours:

1. black
2. red
3. black / green
4. greyblue

1. black / green
2. white / greyblue

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady

NEW

comet
Ladies’ jumper from soft, functional, stretch material with
close fitting precise cut.
• In-collar hood.
• Two side pockets.
• Anatomically shaped side parts.
• Longer back part.
• Flat, elastic seams.

comet
Weight:

280 g (M)

Material:

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) with fast drying arrangement
Wicking Finish™, 88 % PES + 12 % elastan

Colours:

1. black / grey
2. white / grey
3. violet / black

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

lady
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finale
Zipped jacket to increase thermal comfort. Light, soft, stretchy, quick
drying micro-fleece. Closely fitting, anatomically perfect, styled with
technical components allowing excellent freedom of movement.
• High close-fitting collar.
• Zipped pockets – left chest, right side.
• Top-part-covered main zip.
• Anatomically shaped sleeves with comfortable lose rims.
• Shaped bottom rim, extended back part, lose without adjustment.
• All seams flat and elasticated.

etna
Tight fitting women‘s zip-up jacket made of
soft, pleasing micro-fleece with a quick drying
finish.
• Comfortable close-fitting collar.
• Two zip pockets on the side.
• Anatomically shaped sleeves with great loose cuffs.
• Shaped bottom rim, extended back part, lose without adjustment.  
• Flat and elasticated seams.
• Permanent design element (Laser logo Direct Alpine).
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finale

etna

Weight:

270 g (L)

262 g (M)

Material:

100 % PES microfleece Tecnopile™ (antipiling), 100 g/m2

Colours:

1. black
2. red / black

1. black
2. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady

element
A sweater for increased thermal comfort. Suitable as an over or under
layer. A light, soft stretch micro-fleece with quick-drying finish. Snug, body
fit with technical design elements to prevent restriction of movement.
• High close-fitting collar.
• Practical zip pocket on the left side of the chest.
• Extensive front zip, making it easier to put on.
• Elasticated cuffs with pleasing inner wrist-band.
• Shaped bottom rim, extended back part, lose without adjustment.
• All seams are flat and elasticated.
• Permanent design element (Laser logo Direct Alpine).

element
Weight:

248 g (L)

Material:

100 % PES microfleece Tecnopile™ (antipiling), 100 g/m2

Colours:

1. black / limet
2. black
3. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men
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mountainer

tion

va
inno

Last year‘s best selling pants. Strong, highly resilient pants with technical
additions. The stretch material used increases the comfort of wear. Ideal universal
pants for the broadest range of outdoor activities and regular wear. Excellent ratio
of comfort, lifespan and user value to price. Maximum value at a good price.
• Waistband partially elasticated with regulation belt.
• Fly with two two-way zips.

• Two zip pockets, one additional zip pocket on thigh.

• Reinforced knees, seat and lower inner edge of legs.
• Anatomically shaped knees.
• Lower edge of legs with internal crotch, width regulation.
• Loops for clipping braces on.
• New colours.

mountainer
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Weight:

640 g (L)

Material:

Base: 64 % nylon, 36 % stretch polyester, DWR
Supports: Cordura 93 % nylon, 7 % elastan, DWR

Colours:

1. black / black
2. red / black
3. greyblue / black
4. grey / black
5. sand / black

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL,
XXL/L (black / black)
XXXL/L (black / black)

Style:

men

patrol, patrol lady
Practical, tough and durable trousers for the widest range
of uses. Comfort increased by the use of stretch material.
• Partially elastic waist with adjustable belt.
• Two zipped pockets, one thigh and one back pocket.
• Strengthened front and back parts.
• Active cut knees.

patrol

patrol lady

Weight:

580 g (L)

540 g (M)

Material:

64 % nylon, 36 % stretch polyester, DWR

Colours:

1. black / black
2. red / black
3. greyblue / black
4. grey / black
5. grey / grey
6. sand / black

1. black / violet detail
2. black / grey detail
3. red / grey
4. grey / black

(Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL,
XXL/L (black, grey),
XXXL/L (black, grey)

XS, S, M, L, XL
XL/M (black/grey detail)
XXL/M (black/grey detail)

Style:

men

lady
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defender

NEW

Practical universal travel pants for reliable long-term use. The stretch material used increases the comfort
of wear. A popular material which customers know from the pants Patrol and Mountaineer. Comfort,
lifespan and high user value. Ideal pants for wide group of customers for outdoor movement, also for
regular day-to-day wear.
• Reinforced waistband with loops for Direct Alpine band.
• Two front flap pockets, one additional secured pocket. Practical roomy bellows
pockets on thighs, right pocket adapted for map. Two flat pockets on rear.
• Stressed seams triple stitched for greater strength.
• Parts with different stretchiness used for greater comfort.
• Anatomically shaped knees.
• Possibility of functional securing of rolled up pants below the knees.
• Lower edge of legs can be regulated.
• Anatomic shaped knees.
• Free, simply finished bottom border of trouser-legs.

defender
Weight:
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550 g (L)

Material:

64 % nylon, 36 % stretch polyester, DWR

Colours:

1. black / sand
2. sand / black
3. greyblue / black

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

beam

borneo
Practical trousers with fashion details and trouser legs
removable below the knees. Very comfortable stretch
material (with Quick Drying finish).
• Partially elastic waist.
• Two pockets at the front, two zip pockets on the thigh and two rear pouch pockets.
• Stretch sections positioned for increased comfort.

NEW

Practical and comfortable light traveller‘s pants which can be zipped off to make shorts.
Simple, well-fitting design with technical lines. Very pleasant stretch material with Quick
Drying finish. Based on the highly popular Borneo model – in this way we are expanding
the range of bestsellers to include another model with great potential. A great solution for
travelling, hiking, Nordic walking, also ideal as comfortable casual pants for all-day regular
wear.

• Adjustable leg-length with press-studs.

• Partially elasticated waistband with loops for Direct Alpine belts.

• Detachable leg bottoms to make ¾ lengths.

• Two front pockets.

• Antimosquito finish.

• Two zip pockets on thigh (front and rear).
• Possibility of zipping off legs.
• Free, simple end of lower edge of legs.

sierra
Practical ladies’ trousers. Comfortable cut with fashion details.
Very comfortable stretch material (with Quick Drying finish).
• Detachable leg bottoms to make ¾ lengths.
• Pleats at the knees.
• Positioning of stretch panels gives added comfort.
• Two front strip pockets, one zip-up strip pocket on thigh. Two back pockets.
• Partially elastic waist.
• Legs adjustable at bottom.
• Innovate cut.
• Antimosquito finish.
borneo

sierra

beam

Weight:

430 g (L)

370 g (M)

375 g (L)

Material:

94 % nylon (Full Dull – matt, glossy) + 6 % Spandex® (with Quick Drying finish- Moisture Management)

Colours:

1. anthracite /red
2. anthracite
3. khaki
4. olive

1. anthracite
2. red
3. khaki

1. anthracite
2. khaki
3. olive

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL,
XXL/L (anthracite)

XS, S, M, L, XL
XXL/M (anthracite)

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

lady

men
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nelson
Practical and comfortable light traveller‘s shorts. Simple,
classic design with many pockets. Very pleasant stretch
material with Quick Drying finish. Ideal for travelling and
everyday wear in hot summer weather.
• Two comfortable front pockets + one additional thigh pocket.
• Two back sufficient pockets + two additional.

marry

NEW

Practical and comfortable light traveller‘s shorts. Simple,
classic design. Practical ladies model with sufficient
pockets. Very pleasant stretch material with Quick Drying
finish. Ideal for travelling and everyday wear in hot summer
weather.
• Partially elasticated waistband with loops for Direct Alpine belts.
• Two front pockets, two rear ones, two additional zip pockets and two
practical bellows pockets on the thighs.
• Extended length.
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nelson

marry

Weight:

250 g (L)

225 g (M)

Material:

94 % nylon (Full Dull – matt, glossy)
+ 6 % Spandex® (with Quick Drying finish- Moisture Management)

Colours:

1. anthracite
2. anthracite / green
3. khaki

1. anthracite
2. khaki

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady

cortina

cortina 3/4

Women’s universal light trousers with an interesting tailored cut.
Lighter functional stretch material. Comfortable practical trousers for
a wide range of uses.

Women’s universal light ¾ length trousers with an
interesting tailored cut. Lighter functional stretch material.
Comfortable practical trousers for a wide range of uses.

• Partially elasticated waistband with belt loops.

• Partially elasticated waistband with belt loops.

• Two front pockets; one practical zip-pocket on the thigh. Two back zip-pockets.

• Two front pockets; one practical zip-pocket on the thigh. One back zip-pockets.

• Anatomical tailored cut with inserted side panels.

• Anatomical tailored cut with inserted side panels.

• Zip and elasticated gusset on the back of the calf to increase the opening.

• Practical elastic adjustment of trouser legs.

cortina short
Women’s universal light shorts with an interesting tailored cut.
Lighter functional stretch material. Comfortable practical shorts
for a wide range of uses.
• Partially elasticated waistband with belt loops.
• Two front pockets; one back zip-pockets.
• Anatomical tailored cut with inserted side panels and front division.
• Simple finish to trouser leg bottoms.

Weight:

cortina

cortina 3/4

cortina short

290 g (M)

230 g (M)

160 g (M)

Rip-stop elastic nylon fabric with wicking finish
94 % nylon + 6 % Spandex®

Material:
Colours:

1. anthracite / violet
2. red / anthracite
3. anhracite / orbit

1. anthracite / violet
2. red / anthracite
3. anhracite / orbit

1. anthracite / violet
2. red / anthracite
3. anhracite / orbit

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

lady

lady

lady
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ardeche
trip, trip short

Practical, comfortable trousers for a wide range
of uses. Higher comfort thanks to elastic parts.
• Elastic waist with adjustable belt.

Comfortable loose-fitting shorts made of lightweight, airy fabric. Loose, casual cut.
Available in two lengths: short and longer, 3/4 below knees.

• Two inside pockets and one practical back pocket.
• Knees and back section made of stretch fabric.
• Bottom edge adjustable with an elastic rubber cord.

• Elastic waist with adjustable belt.
• Two spacious front pockets.
• Comfortable crotch.
• Slits at the bottom of the legs.

back direct
Classic T-shirt with printed Direct Alpine logos on the back.
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ardeche

back direct

trip

trip short

Weight:

330 g (L)

180 g (L)

200 g (L)

150 g (L)

Material:

100 % cotton
97 % cotton + 3 % elastan

100% cotton, min. 180 g/sq.m (high-quality, 100 % cotton
circular-spun, sanforized weave)

100 % cotton

Colours:

1. red / brick
2. khaki / khaki

1. black (FRIEND)
2. white (LOGO)
3. black (CLIMBER)

1. red
2. khaki

1. red
2. khaki

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

men

unisex

unisex

laser

pure

Comfortable, functional t-shirt, made of Eco-material (minimum impact
on the environment).

Comfortable ladies T-shirt made from branded eco material (with minimal environmental impact).
For outdoor and sporting activities and for regular everyday wear.

• Classical, shaped, comfortable cut.  

• Shaped, close-fitting design.

• Flat elastic seams.

• Flat, high-contrast elastic seams.

• Attractive unobtrusive Laser design.

• Subtle laser decoration.

laser
Weight:

pure

100 g (L)

95 g (M)
Polartec® Power Dry® 100% PES (recycling)

Material:
Colours:

1. anthracite (LOGO front)
2. blue (LOGO back)
3. red (MOUNTAIN front)

1. anthracite / violet
2. red
3. anthracite / orbit

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady
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crack
Classic, close-fitting style T-shirt in attractive colours, printed with outdoor
motives. Quality cotton knit material. An ideal T-shirt for everyday wear.

crack lady
A T-shirt with a classic close-fitting ladies design, with printed outdoor
motifs emphasising the outdoor image of every customer. High-quality
cotton knitted fabric. An ideal T-shirt for everyday wear.
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crack

crack lady

Weight:

180 g (L)

130 g (M)

Material:

100% cotton, min. 180 g/sq.m (high-quality, circular-spun, sanforized weave)

Colours:

1. black (MOUNTAIN SPIRIT)
2. red (HIKING)
3. green (MOUNTAIN TRAIL)
4. slate (FEELING GOOD)

1. black (STEEP AND DEEP)
2. red (INLINE SKATING)

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady

The products of the Climbing Serie are intended for rock climbers, climbers
on artificial walls, boulderers, slackliners and all outdoor enthusiasts. We
develop these models for rock climbing, training and movement in the climbing
environment in general. This casual yet highly functional clothing will appeal
mainly to active users. The design, with an emphasis on the climbing image,
attractive details combined with modern colours and patterns, offers an
interesting, modern range of products. Emotion, image, comfort and quality
– these traits are typical for this series, which is intended for the dynamic
climbing community.
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tacul
Protective jacket with a technical cut. Thinner, functional stretch material. Close-fitting
cut, low mass. Good breathability. Sufficient protection for climbing longer routes.
• Comfortable shaped collar, without neckline seam.
• Contrasting zips.
• Anatomic shaped sleeves finished with elastic trimmings with possibility to pull past the wrists.
• Zip pocket on each side, plus additional chest pocket.
• Lengthened back section.
• Adjustable bottom border (one-handed).

tacul
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Weight:

360 g (L)

Material:

Rip-stop elastic nylon fabric with wicking finish
94 % nylon + 6 % Spandex®

Colours:

1. anthracite
2. blue / anthracite

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

kaiser

civetta

Light protective sports trousers with a simple technical cut.
Functional lightweight material. Comfortable cut does not
restrict movement: ideal for multi-pitch climbing, via-ferrata,
as well as more strenuous trekking.

• Elastic waistband with adjustable belt.

• Elastic waistband with adjustable belt.

• Two zip-pockets on the front.

• Two zip-pockets on the front.
• Greater freedom of movement through careful positioning of stretch panels
• Abrasion resistant material at knees and at trouser-leg ends.
• Adjustable bottom edge.

Weight:
Material:

Ladies light protective sports trousers with a simple technical cut.
Functional lightweight material. Comfortable cut does not restrict
movement: ideal for multi-pitch climbing, via-ferrata, as well as more
strenuous trekking.

kaiser

civetta

360 g (L)

300 g (M)

• Greater freedom of movement through careful positioning of stretch panels
• Abrasion resistant material at knees and at trouser-leg ends.
• Adjustable bottom edge.

Rip-stop elastic nylon fabric with wicking finish 94 % nylon + 6 % Spandex®

Colours:

1. black
2. anthracite
3. blue

1. black
2. anthracite
3. blue

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady
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frog
rock

Comfortable fashion sweatshirt made of
functional mixed fabric. Classic cut with a
central zip.
• High collar with hood and adjustable perimeter.
• Two sewn side pockets at the front.
• Cuffs and waistband finish.
• Lengthened at the back.
• Soft comfortable material with wool component
and fleecy inside.
• Attractive embroidered design.

Comfortable “climbing” sweatshirt made of functional Tecnostretch
material. Fitted active cut looks great. Attractive design and asymmetric
division of colours. Striking printed design.
• Fitted collar.
• Central zip with two two-way sliders.
• Two spacious front zip pockets and two inner punch-through pockets.
• Elastic vertical panels sewn-in on both sides for free arm movement.
• Elastic bottom edge and wristbands.

frog lady
Comfortable fashion sweatshirt made of functional mixed
fabric. Classic cut with a central zip.
• High collar with hood and adjustable perimeter.
• Two sewn side pockets at the front.
• Lengthened at the back.
• Soft comfortable material with wool component and fleecy inside.

Weight:
Material:
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frog

frog lady

rock

670 g (L)

500 g (M)

380 (L)

Tecnowool - 40 % PES, 42 % Wool,
15 % PAD, 3 % others

Tecnostretch™ (Pontetorto) with fast drying
arrangement Wicking Finish™
88 % PES + 12 % elastan

Colours:

1. green

1. violet
2. green

1. black / grey
2. green / grey
3. greyblue / green

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

man

lady

men

gobi

edge

Comfortable sweatshirt with a popular classic cut
made of high-quality cotton. Interestingly divided front
section.

Durable loose climbing trousers with a casual cut.
Durable robust material.
• Wide tough waistband with belt and wide loops for Direct Alpine belts.

• Adjustable hood with inside lining.

• Comfortable jeans pockets, jeans back pockets.

• Interesting front zip pocket.

• Step gusset.

• Elasticated cuffs and waistband.

• Anatomic shaped knees, strengthened at the ankles.

• Thicker material, fleecy on the inside.

• Loose casual straight style.

• Effective printed graphics.

• Robust cloth with stone-washed effect, pre-shrunk.

edge 3/4
Durable loose climbing 3/4 trousers with a casual cut.
Durable robust material.
• Wide tough waistband with belt and wide loops for Direct Alpine belts.
• Comfortable jeans pockets, one back pockets.
• Step gusset.
• Anatomic shaped knees.
• Loose casual straight style.
• Robust cloth with stone-washed effect, pre-shrunk.
• Shortened loose ¾ length cut, below the knees.

Weight:

edge

edge 3/4

730 g (L)

570 g (M)

Material:

100 % cotton (380 g/m2)

gobi
760 g (L)
100% cotton brushed,
400 g/m2

Colours:

1. anthracite / green
2. anthracite / yellow

1. anthracite / green
2. anthracite / yellow

1. black

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

men

men
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verdon / verdon lady
Fashionable jeans. Thin stretch denim material and
a classic cut create a favourite image design.
• Low waist.
• Classic jeans pockets.
• Velcro fly (Lady – zip).

zion

NEW

• Shaped knees.
• Reinforced backstitch on the sides and pockets.

Comfortable, loose climbing pants. A casual design with
gusseted crotch which does not restrict movement. Universal
model for bouldering, sport climbing outdoors on rocks or in a
hall. Satisfies a wide group of customers.

• Prewashed + shrunk.

• Flexible waistband with drawstring and wide loops for Direct Alpine belts.
• Rear loop for attaching magnesium pouch.
• Roomy pockets - two front ones and one rear one.
• Simple button-down fly with thin zip, does not dig in under a harness.
• Shaped gusseted crotch.
• Reinforce double rear part.
• Free, simple end of trousers.
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verdon

verdon lady

Weight:

475 g (L)

440 g (M)

zion

Material:

100% cotton (shrunk, pre-washed)

98 % cotton + 2 % elastan

Colours:

1. black

1. black

1. brown
2. navy

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

lady

men

570 g (L)

big

NEW

Very comfortable climbing shorts with loose design. As a result of
the clever design and elasticated material do not restrict movement.
Universal climbing model either for climbing on rocks, climbing wall
or bouldering. Satisfies a wide group of customers.

hang
Comfortable ¾ length climbing trousers
made of stretch fabric. Loose comfortable
cut for freedom of movement.
• Effective asymmetric division of trousers.
• Elasticated waist.

• Attractive colours, effective printed motifs and high-contrast stitching.

• Two pockets.

• Flexible elasticated waistband, securing lace.

• Shaped knees and hips.

• Two flap pockets on sides. Rear pocket.

• Comfortable crotch gusset.

• Elasticated gusseted crotch.

• Printed climbing motiv.

big

hang

Weight:

250 g (L)

300 g (L)

Material:

97 % cotton + 3 % elastan
(softened, shrunk)

93 % cotton + 7 % elastan

Colours:

1. yellow
2. black

1. black

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

men
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madeira

ion

vat

inno

Attractive and functional shirt with technical details. Ideal for travellers
and regular everyday wear. Based on already very popular model,
improved universal design. Comfortable shirt for regular wear and light
sports use ensuring the customer‘s comfort even on hot summer days.
• Rear seat with comfortable mesh Coolmax® Fresh.
• Zip closing, practical zip pocket on breast.
• Comfortable, close-fitting design.
• Quick-drying stretch material.

knot
Comfortable and functional T-shirt made from Power Dry branded eco material
(with minimal environmental impact). Very comfortable stretch material, quick
drying, which perfectly ensures that sweat is drawn away from the body even
during the most demanding activities. Ideal for regular wear on hot summer days,
functional T-shirt for all leisure activities.
• Design with contrasting elements adapted for free movement during climbing.
• Flat elasticated seams.
• Attractive prints.
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madeira

knot

Weight:

197 g (L)

128 g (L)

Material:

94 % nylon F.D., 6 % elastan

Polartec® Power Dry® 100%
PES (recycling)

Colours:

1. anthracite
2. greyblue

1. anthracite
2. cinnamon

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

men

flash + flash lady

flash organic

T-shirt of a fashionable fitting cut in fashionable pastel colours with printed
pen-drawn motives on the back, quality knit fabric combined with Lycra.

cinnamon

slate

black

Classic, close-fitting style T-shirt in attractive colours, printed
with outdoor motives. Quality cotton knit material.

brown

Weight:

flash

flash lady

flash organic

120 g (L)

120 g (M)

160 g (L)

Material:

black

cinnamon

violet

95 % cotton + 5 % Lycra

95 % organic cotton + 5 % Lycra

Colours:

1. cinnamon (SLACKLINE)
2. slate (I HAVE TIME)
3. black (IT‘S BEEN A GOOD DAY)
4. brown (FLYING)

1. black (NO RUSH)
2. cinnamon (CLIMBING)
3. violet (GIRLS)

1. brown

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL (slate)

XS, S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

lady

men
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underwear
• Functional base layer made from the latest synthetic material: Thermocool. This unique material combines Coolmax fibres (for moisture removal) and Thermolite – hollow
fibre (thermoregulation), providing the wearer with optimal thermoregulation and excellent transport of moisture. The basic fabric is supplemented with transporting Coolmax
panels with silver ions. The use of these branded, patented fibres guarantees high quality and maximum functionality. Most of the fibres’ raw materials are from renewable sources.

tc shirt long

tc shirt

• Sporty, fitted cut.
• Neckline trimmed with Coolmax.
• Shaped side panels with antibacterial fabric under the arms.
• Contrasting, flat, elastic stitching.
• Shaped bottom edge.
• Combined anatomically shaped sleeves, can be pulled over the
wrist and fixed with the thumb (monkey thumbs).
• Permanent design element (Laser logo Direct Alpine).

Weight:

tc shirt long man

tc shirt long lady

tc shirt man

tc shirt lady

230 g (L)

190 g (M)

200 g (L)

160 g (M)

Thermocool® ECO + Coolmax FX

Material:
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Colours:

1. black
2. green

1. black
2. green

1. black
2. green

1. black
2. green

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

men

lady

men

lady

underwaer

A series of functional underwear designed for highly-demanding activities. The underwear provides maximal thermo regulation and comfort achieved by technical cut, stretch material and Colmax® yarn. Trademark patented
yarn Coolmax® fresh FX™ with silver ions keeps you fresh and dry preventing undesirable odours. During the development the main focus was put on anatomical fitting cut and elaborated fabrication using flat elastic seams.

cmf t-shirt
long man

cmf t-shirt man

cmf pants man

cmf knickers man

Weight

cmf t-shirt long man

cmf t-shirt man

cmf pants man

cmf knickers man

180 g (L)

140 g (L)

158 g (L)

64 g (L)

32 % PES Coolmax® fresh FX™ + 62 % PES Coolmax® + 6 % Lycra (Advansa)

Material:
Colours:

1. anthracite
2. red

1. anthracite
2. red

1. anthracite

1. anthracite
2. red

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

S, M, L, XL, XXL

Style:

men

men

men

men
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underwear
cmf t-shirt long lady
cmf pants lady

cmf t-shirt lady

cmf bra (top)

cmf knickers lady

Weight

cmf t-shirt long lady

cmf t-shirt lady

cmf pants lady

cmf bra (top)

cmf knickers lady

144 g (M)

106 g (M)

130 g (M)

36 g (M)

24 g (M)

32 % PES Coolmax® fresh FX™ + 62 % PES Coolmax® + 6 % Lycra (Advansa)

Material:
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Colours:

1. anthracite
2. red

1. anthracite
2. red

1. anthracite
2. red

1. anthracite
2. red

1. anthracite
2. red

Sizes:

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

XS, S, M, L, XL

Style:

lady

lady

lady

lady

lady

accessories

riva
Short summer sports socks made of Coolmax. Mesh
structure in the instep area, for better ventilation.
Reinforced material in the toe and instep areas.
Special ribbed structure in the socks‘ hems.
Designed especially for sport.

malga
All-year-round sports socks with an anti-torsion cross for perfect
cohesion (anti-slip pressure in the ankle area). Perform to prevent
movement and twisting of the sock during wear. Reinforced material in
the toe and instep areas. Raised anti-pressure pattern in the area of the
instep. Coolmax threads guarantee the wearer perfect comfort.

nago
Universal summer socks with a mixture of cottons
for ordinary wear. Mesh structure in the instep
area, for better ventilation. Reinforced material in
the toe and instep areas. Slighty raised hems.

riva

nago

malga

Weight:

30 g

30 g

60 g

Material:

65 % Coolmax® + 25 % PP + 40 % cotton + 25 % VS + 25 % Coolmax® + 14 % cotton
10 % elastan
25 % PP + 10 % elastan + 9 % VS+ 28 % PP + 24 %
elastan

Colours:

1. grey / red

Sizes:
Style:

1. grey / black

1. grey / red

35-36, 37-38, 39-40, 41-42, 43-44, 45-46
unisex

unisex

unisex
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accessories
n

atio

fidel

v
inno

• Cotton cap with fashionable cut. Strong, short peak,

mole

pre-washed material.

• Thin year round close-fitting beanie of single-layer acrylic jersey.

scarf
• Scarf made from Coolmax knitted fabric.

cap

• Classic cotton baseball-cap, pre-washed material.

trucker
• Baseball-cap with net.

NEW

baseball

NEW

• Classic cotton baseball-cap, pre-washed material.

lapon
• Close- fitting beanie made from Thermocool knitted
fabric with Tecnostretch.
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fidel

mole

scarf

cap

trucker

baseball

lapon

Weight:

80 g

38 g

60 g

78 g

75 g

78 g

38 g

Material:

100% cotton

100 % Acrylic

Coolmax

100% cotton

100% cotton +
100% PES

100% cotton

Thermocool
Tecnostretch

Colours:

1. black
2. brown

1. black
2. grey

1. anthracite

1. black
2. brown
3. orange

1. black

1. black
2. blue

1. black
2. black / green

Sizes:

uni

M, L

uni

uni

uni

uni

M, L

Style:

unisex

unisex

unisex

unisex

unisex

unisex

unisex

accessories

belt

belt D.A.

• Strong strap belt with woven motifs and strong metal

NEW

• Visually impressive strap belt with large cast buckle and stamped

buckle. In an emergency, the strong stitching also

design, suitable for travelling and everyday wear. Buckle with integrated

makes it possible to use it for securing when climbing or

bottle opener.

belaying.

belt climb

NEW

• Visually impressive, fashionable strap belt with engraved sheet metal buckle. An ideal accessory which
matches in terms of design and colour the models in the Climbing series.

belt lady

NEW

• Visually impressive, fashionable strap belt with engraved sheet metal
buckle, matched in design terms with the Direct Alpine ladies‘ models.

belt

belt D.A.

belt climb

Weight:

70 g

160 g

126 g

belt lady
95 g

Material:

100 % PAD

100 % PAD

100 % PAD

100 % PAD

Colours:

1. black
2. blue
3. white
4. aztek

1. black
2. grey logo
3. red
4. grey letters

1. dark grey
2. green
3. light grey

1. orbit
2. red
3. violet
4. white

Sizes:

uni

uni

uni

uni

Style:

unisex

unisex

unisex

lady
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accessories
mons
grit 1 / grit 2

Gloves made of membrane softshell fleece and strengthened lower section. Tightfitting, body shaped, with the whole lower section of the palm made of toughened
leather, doubly strengthened thumb and forefinger, and extended wrist.

NEW

braces D.A.

run

Adjustable braces intended for Direct Alpine trousers with integrated
loops. The loops on the trousers are located in such a way that when
wearing more than one layer you need only pass one pair of braces
through all the loops.

Slender gloves made out of a technical fabric. Precise fit, anatomically cut. Ideal
as a basic glove wherever and whenever you need to warm up and prevent loss
of feeling when working with your hands. Also suitable as a inner glove under
(alternative) gloves.
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mons

run

grit 1

grit 2

braces D.A.

Weight:

40 g

16 g

1100 g

400 g

70 g

Material:

Soft Shell: 3-layer laminate – stretch
nylon with surface Kudos XR finishing
+ Dermizax MP (20.000 mm
H2O/10.000 g/m2/24 hr.) + microfleece

100% PES

Colours:

1. black

1. black

Sizes:

S, M, L, XL

M, L, XL

Style:

unisex

unisex

Base Polyester

1. sand / red

1. sand / red

1. black
S, M, L, XL

unisex

unisex

unisex

chalkbag small

chalkbag big

chalkback small

NEW

NEW

chalkback big

Weight:

50 g

86 g

Colours:

1. white
2. violet
3. green
4. red

1. black

Style:

unisex

unisex
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materials
4wayTex®

Kudos XR

• 4WAYTEX is a trademark of Direct Alpine company materials of sandwich construction,

• Ultimate innovation of DWR technology from Toray. Delivers super-durable water repellency with

which individual layers, properly combined, ensure excellent product parametres. SOFT

high anti-abrasion/oil repellency.

SHELL 4WAYTEX is focused for excellent permability of laminate along with maintaining
low weight and sufficient wind and waterproofness.

Moisture management
• Chemically modified polyamid fabric in which the fibres encourage moisture transportation away

Cool comfort

from the skin to the garment‘s outer surface.

• Soft and comfortable fabric, keeps cool and dry. Long lasting performance – wash after
wash.

Polartec® Power Dry®
• Polartec® Power Dry® fabrics are designed to keep your skin dry when you sweat. Ideal for

Coolmax®

runners, skiers, and adventure travelers, all fabrics in this series feature a patented bi-component knit

• Coolmax® is a high tech fabric specifically and uniquely engineered to keep users dry

construction that uses different yarns on either side of the fabric. This creates two different surfaces:

and comfortable. Coolmax® fabrics are made from specially engineered polyester fibres

one that is optimized to move moisture away from the skin, the other to dry quickly.

from ADVANSA with an increased surface area. This special four-channel or six-channel
fibre forms a transport system that pulls moisture away from the skin to the outer layer of
the fabric.

Polartec® Power Stretch®
• Polartec® Power Stretch® fabrics feature body-hugging 4-way stretch and are very breathable.
Many of the fabrics feature a proprietary construction with two unique surfaces: the durable, smooth

Cordura®

outer layer is wind and abrasionresistant; the soft inner layer pulls moisture away from skin keeping

• CORDURA® fabric is durable, versatile and reliable. Constructed using high tenacity

dry, warm and comfortable.

fiber technologies.

Tecnostretch
• Pontetorto Tecnostretch, is ideal for base and mid layering. The component yarns make the face

Dermizax MP
• Ultimate heavy-duty fabric with special microporous membrane. Special porous foam

durable, whilst the polyester reverse has both insulation and wicking properties - added elastomer
ensures a body hugging fit.

structure membrane for high degree of stable waterproofness, lightweight and high
performance. Toray - Japan.

Tecnopile
Dermizax EV

• The fleece material notable for its modern cord effect and high insulation level, and is also highly

• The heavy-duty fabric that assures maximum comfort. Thin, nonporous Dermizax

breathable. The ideal fabric for maintaining body temperature. Special finish prevents pilling.

membrane has high watterproofness and moisture permeability with minimal
condensation. Toray - Japan.

Dynamic soft shell
• 2-3 layer laminate with excellent permeability. Material developed with particular focus
on vapour-permeability along with low weight and sufficient wind and waterproofnes.

Tecnowool
• Traditional wool combined with synthetic fibres is the perfect combination for casual and sports.
Fashion combined with technology. The outside is durable and stays soft also after repeated washing.

Weight-light, flowing laminate with inner fleece insulating layer.
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Freshcool

Thermocool

• Freshcool combines 2 technologies into 1 textile. Outside protects the textile from

• ADVANSE ThermoCool is desinged to optimize the body’s natural thermoregulation capabilities

water, dirt and stain. Inside moisture from the skin is absorbed and guickly transmit to the

through smart fibre cross-sections: providing evaporative cooling or thermo-buffering according to the

outside.

wearer’s needs.

Hybrid system

Thermolite®

• The main aim of the Hybrid system is to find the balance (joining different kinds of

• Thermolite® provides warmth and comfort without weight, even when wet. It’s the lightweight fabric

materials) or optimal functionality of the product (“WWV” – waterproof, windproof, vapour

that provides heavy-duty performance made with ADVANSA engineered hollow-core fibres that

permeability). It is often the case of joining membrane and non-membrane materials,

trap air for greater insulation. Thermolite® is the perfect layering fabric because it’s comfortable and

completed with functional knitting to optimise the functionality

lightweight, allowing more freedom of movement.

promo materials

poster

tower (100 x 30 x 30 cm)

flag (2 m)

electric flash banner
with graphic

silhouette (180 x 100 cm)
sheet of sticker
(27 x 14cm)

Cardboard screen
(50 x 100 cm)

plastic bag
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